Dear Prospective;

We are proud to announce McDonald's 2012 College fair San Francisco with The Korea Daily (No.1 Korean community daily newspaper) on Sat, August 11, 2012.

In past years, this event has been held annually in San Francisco bay area including LA, NY, Chicago, Atlanta and Washington D.C. with crowds of 20,000 students.

This event marks the 4th time that we can bring valuable informational session to participants with students. Interest is ready to high attention and we expect more successful than last year.

During the event, guests will be attending plenary sessions in which Korean American idolized leaders give lectures on various aspects of the college admission process with experiences. Invited speaker Yul Kwon who won season 13 Survivor: Cook Island Winner on CBS TV Program.

And more, this education workshop helps tips on how to help get into the school of their choice, effective application strategies, and inspiration from distinguished speakers. We’ll help you begin drafting a brilliant future for participants with students.

We look forward to receiving your feedback and participating in making this college fair in San Francisco bay area with success.

We hope to continue writing your sincere supports and successful stories.

If you would like to take an advantage of this unique chance, Please contact/reserve.

DK Kim or Eunice at 510-429-3242 / 510-282-7102 E-mail: kdailyad@gmail.com / k0031480@gmail.com

Where New Vision Church 1201 Montague Expressway Milpitas, CA 95035
When August.11 (Sat) 10AM

Colleges

Harvard University, Yale University, UC Berkeley, UCLA, UC Davis, Univ of Pennsylvania, Georgetown Univ, Univ of Notre Dame, Colby College, Fashion Institute of Design and Marketing, Denison Univ, Everest College, Mills College, Pomona College, Claremont Colleges, The Art Institute of California - Orange County, Sonoma State Univ, Univ of Delaware, Univ of the Pacific, U.S. Army, U.S. Navy, Hope International Univ, Humboldt State Univ, ITT Technical Institute, Lawrence Univ, National Hispanic Univ, Columbia College, Hollywood, St. Louis, Cogswell Polytechnical College, Grand Canyon University, Holy Names University, University of Arizona, Princeton, California State of University - East Bay, San Francisco State University, Bay College of California, Oregon State University, Airforce ROTC for Berkeley, Millsaps College, Stanford University, ARP Institutes, Kollaboration, Elite Educational Institutes